
The main objective of the ‘Managing Change’ course is to 
inform and empower students via a detailed study of the 
theory and practice of managing and leading people 
through change in an organisational environment.

Venue
Cardiff School of Management
Cardiff Metropolitan University
Western Avenue
Cardiff CF5 2BY

Cardiff School of Management

MANAGING 
CHANGE

COURSE 

To book please email: csm-enterprise@cardiffmet.ac.uk

It offers change frameworks,
contemporary perspectives on
change, innovative practical
approaches and recommendations
on how to complete different
types of organisational change. It
presents the very latest thinking
on organisational change theory
and practice as a ‘platform of
knowledge’ to promote
understanding and critical
reflection as to ‘how change will
work for me in my organisation.’ 
The distinctive feature of the module
is its constant challenge about how
to best understand and implement
change, and, vitally, the constant
focus on the people dimension of
change because - ‘people help
transform organisations.’ 
The module also has a strong
practitioner orientation, especially in

terms of building high performance
working environments and
personally demonstrating top
performance leadership. Executive
and middle leaders must evolve
their personal capacity to handle
complexity at work in order to stay
ahead of the change curve. If they do
not, their leadership of change will
fail to yield tangible outcomes. 



ASSIGNMENT

Negotiated work based learning change
management case study.
[5,000 words max.]

TUTOR

Dr Peter Treadwell, 
Treadwell Consulting Ltd.

     To book please email:
         csm-enterprise@cardiffmet.ac.uk

In a volatile, uncertain,
complex and ambiguous
[VUCA] business
environment, this module: 

   enables students to make the
personal shift in mindset required to
create and sustain high performance,

   builds appropriate visioning,
understanding, clarity and agility 
- ‘VUCA’ change leadership wisdom -
to drive up personal capability and
organisational resilience. 

CHANGE LEADERS

�   Confident of ability 
�    Willing to take risks
�    Seizes opportunity 
�    Expects surprise 
�    Makes things happen

PROMOTES &
ACTIVELY SUPPORTS

CREATIVITY &
INNOVATION

AVOIDS & EVEN
DISCOURAGES 

STATUS QUO MANAGERS 

�    Threatened by change 
�    Bothered by uncertainty 
�    Prefers predictability 
�    Supports the status quo  
�    Waits for things happen
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